Ratchet release: use for typing between lines, then returning to set lines.

Line spacing selector.

Paper support.

Paper left edge guide.

Platen.

Clear all tab stops.

Paper bail (holds paper against platen).

Carriage release.

Right margin (push top piece to slide to new position, lift bottom piece to bypass margin).

Backspace (R.T. = Rücktaste).

Tabulator.

Shift.

Set tabulator stop.

Clear tabulator stop.

Carriage return lever.

Ribbon crank (push in or out to reverse ribbon).

Left margin (push top piece to slide to new position, lift bottom piece to bypass margin).

To remove keyboard & typebar unit: unscrew side screws, pull off R.T. & Tab. keytops, engage shift lock, push unit forward from the back, tilt sharply upwards just before reaching shift keys.

Color selection lever:
- White = no ribbon
- Blue = top half of ribbon
- Next position = middle of ribbon (use only with single-color ribbon)
- Red = bottom half of ribbon

Ribbon width: 16mm.